Islam and the Counterintuitive Francis

I

n 1986 the little town of Assisi, the 12th-13th century hometown of the
celebrated St. Francis, was chosen by Pope John Paul II to be the place
for prayer with leaders from other world religions. His choice of venue

reminded the world that during the violent Crusades at least one man displayed
a counter-cultural approach to Islam.
If you have not heard the story, it goes like this. Between 1212 and 1219, Francis
tried three times to make his way to Islamic turf. Shipwreck and disease prevented him twice, but in 1219 he ﬁnally landed in Damietta (Egypt). There
Francis witnessed ﬁrsthand the horrors of crusading combat as Christian forces
clashed with the forces of al-Malek al-Kamil. The future saint sought to convince the armies of Christendom to relinquish their violent approach to Islam.
He failed. Francis then asked his commander for permission to walk across the
demilitarized zone between the opposing armies in order to bring a Christian
message to Kamil. His request ﬁnally granted, Francis and his traveling companion crossed that frontier. After being roughed up a bit, Francis found himself in
the presence of the Sultan. Legend is mixed as to what actually happened next,
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but it seems the encounter was transparent and extended. Ultimately, we only
know that Francis walked back across that zone to the Christian forces and then
made his way back to Italy, never to speak of the encounter again. Contemporary
historical accounts try to interpret what happened between Francis and the
Sultan that day. In the end, we’re forced to admit that Francis’ approach did not
succeed in its original mission—the Crusades continued. Still, we have the sense
that a real Christian and a real Muslim met each other that day, and that this
encounter probably changed them personally. But this type of encounter doesn’t
happen unless one has a diﬀerent disposition towards Muslims.
Through the centuries we’ve derived some beneﬁt from examining Francis’ fresh
approach to Islam in the medieval age. Radical, counterintuitive and politicallyincorrect, his manner exposed the futility of force in achieving the mission of
God among the Saracens. The Franciscan order that emerged in the wake of this
story would continue to challenge the crusading spirit. In fact, fresh approaches
to translating the Qur’an and new inter-religious apologetics had already
emerged, for the failures of crusading armies had forced a deeper examination of
the more common medieval predisposition towards Islam.
Editorial continued on p. 92
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kind of positive prophetic status will

Evelyne writes with a scalpel, yet with
sensitivity. Her ability to burrow into
the psyche of our Christian witness to
Muslims makes one feel as vulnerable
as if one were lying on a surgeon’s table.
She, like the other authors in this issue,
forces us to examine what we carry into
relationships with Muslims.

be rejected by Muslims as an imperial-

In Him,

The articles in this issue are also quite
counterintuitive. They examine the
presuppositions and attitudes we
carry in any encounter with Muslims.
We are very grateful that Ayman
Ibrahim was willing to extend his
interaction with Harley Talman on the
matter of Muhammad’s prophethood
(see 116–35). This interaction, over
two diﬀerent IJFM issues, requires
patience and is not for those who wish
to automatically determine whether
Muhammad is a false, fallen or “functional” prophet. Talman believes that
a careful re-examination of Islamic
textual sources may allow us to place
Muhammad on a more nuanced spectrum of prophetic-type roles, and that
this might improve Muslim-Christian
dialogue. Ibrahim disagrees, and
displays academic rigor in presenting
the integrity of a traditional Christian
interpretation of Muhammad as a false
prophet. That said, he believes that his
interpretation can inform an open and
warm approach to our Muslim friends.

to get a hold of his more complete

Mission scholar John Azumah applies
an African sensitivity to Muhammad’s
prophethood in his response to
Talman (108–13). We encourage you

witness to Muslims. Baker Academic

treatment of Muhammad at the 2015
Fuller Seminary lectureship.1 While he
diverges from the interpretation that
Muhammad ﬁts the bill of the antiChrist in 1 John, he believes Talman’s
eﬀort to place Muhammad in some

ist missionary endeavor. The motives
we carry are too easily suspect.
In his lead article, Bradford Greer
explores our epistemological and

Brad Gill
Senior Editor, IJFM

theological starting points (93–100).
and pushes us to examine our hidden
missiological orientation in any
encounter with Islam. Frankly, it’s hard
to dismantle our bias, to admit to certain predispositions, but Greer helps
us understand what we transport into

Endnotes
1
“Mission in the Islamic World: Making Theological and Missiological Sense of
Muhammad” in The State of Missiology Today: Global Innovations in Christian Witness,
ed. Charles Van Engen (Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 2016), 197–214.

other religious worlds.
Evelyne Reisacher insists that we carry
more than intellectual baggage; it’s also
a matter of attitude. She makes this clear
in addressing the absence of joy in our
has generously allowed us to publish a
chapter of her new book (103–6), and
we hope you’ll purchase her entire study.
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